Hundreds of exhibitors debuted their latest on-trend creations at The 2019 Travel Goods Show this past March. Each design elevated or enhanced travel in some way, contributing more style and fun to travel. Here are a few Show gems that stood out in form and function.

The Fury by Ascentials Pro is a cutting-edge pack designed to be versatile, durable and comfortable. The Fury can be your gym or work bag, commuter gear or travel companion – but its versatility doesn’t stop there. It can also be worn as a backpack, messenger or handheld duffle. With a whopping 49 liters of space, a 3” expander and dual compartments, Fury will assist you wherever you go, and keep you looking good while you’re at it. MSRP: $139.95

In beautiful rose gold, the three cases in the Badgley Mischka Contour Luggage Collection from Naftali, Inc. are expandable with a dedicated puller and feature an organization-optimized interior. Cases are made of ABS and polycarbonate and have eight 360° spinner wheels, a multi-level aluminum trolley and a bottom handle for easy lifting. Models measure 23” x 9.5” x 14”; 26.5” x 11” x 16.5”; and 31” x 13” x 19.5”. MSRP: $720/set

Betsey Johnson sweetens the carry-on crunch with Candy Land, a compact and expandable hardside in polycarbonate from 24-7 International that fits both under the seat and overhead in the bin. Both fashionable and durable, the case has interior accessory pockets, compression straps and dividers for organized packing. MSRP: $160

Keep your essentials with you at all times with BCBGMAXAZRIA’s Signature Softside Wheeled Satchel from 24-7 International, a cabin bag that is as fashionable and elegant as it is practical and functional. Features include a multistage locking pull handle that allows for greater control paired with multistage height options, plus lined signature interior with accessory compartments. MSRP: $200

The Expedition Cross Body Bag uses the same proprietary ultra-thin nylon microfiber material as the wallets made by Big Skinny Wallet, making it slim, spacious and extremely lightweight. This is a bag that holds a lot, yet tucks unobtrusively under a jacket for hidden security. Practical for day-to-day use and perfect for travels, the machine-washable bag has plenty of pockets, including an oversized front smartphone pocket, and a strap that adjusts to accommodate all body types. It comes in charcoal gray. MSRP: $55

The Dulles Tech Legionnaire from Artphere USA provides the casual style and mobility of a backpack, but transitions into a briefcase with the upscale feel of Japanese leather and a real wood handle. Featuring a clamshell accordion opening, the bag has three internal tech organizers and a one-touch key lock closure. MSRP: $995
A clinically proven remedy for nausea – and a beautiful accessory: Blisslets’ Nausea Relief Bracelets, featuring the Cecilia + Edith, are super-stretchy and soft acupressure wristbands that provide natural relief for motion sickness and other types of nausea in as little as five minutes. Assembled in the U.S. from domestic and imported materials, they are made from breathable materials that dry quickly after getting wet, and come in a variety of styles for both men and women. MSRP: $28.99

The Classic CabinZero is the original zero-hassle travel bag. For planes or trains, under the seat or on the back of a camel, this is a durable, water-resistant backpack that is made for adventure and is part of the journey – not an afterthought. A travel-savvy companion for the well-traveled, the Classic comes in 28-, 36- and 44-litre sizes and in eight new colors, including mallard green, Spanish villa, chrysanthemum, blue night and exuberance. MSRP: $59.99/$69.99/$79.99

Designed for the rigors of world travel, Briggs & Riley’s Torq International Carry-on Spinner is expertly engineered with rugged resilience to withstand it all while maintaining an incredible lightness. With a patented front-hinged hardside with 70/30 lid opening and TSA-friendly combo lock, the case accommodates up to a 15” laptop and 10.5” tablet in a separately accessed front compartment. The textured 100% virgin Makrolon® polycarbonate case is scratch resistant and comes in hunter. MSRP: $499

Casa Innovations’ Supreme Intelligent App-Enabled Voice Language Translator is designed to be operated in three easy steps – press, speak, translate. Choose from five translation modes: group, instant, language tutor, broadcast and face to face, which allows users to communicate in real time with people they meet while traveling. The 2-in-1 earphone instantly translates or answers calls. MSRP: $49.99

Meet the world’s first auto-follow suitcase: Cowarobot’s Rover S 20” Carry-on follows on carpet, cement, marble, airport conveyors and other surfaces, and is equipped with a body recognition, removable mobile battery, APP follow reminder and APP lost alarm. It can convert between auto and manual mode. MSRP: $699.99

Dejuno’s 3-piece Legion Set (20”/24”/28”) in scratch-resistant ABS features an 8-wheel design for easy navigation, integrated TSA-accepted lock and a luxurious interior with zippered divider. Expandable for packing convenience, it comes in navy, charcoal, beige and coffee. MSRP: $540/set
The Global Tracking GPS by Elios has the techs to track your belongings: LTE Narrowband/CATM1/GSM fallback; SOS alert; a capacity of 10000 mAh/38Wh; Type-C 9V/3A input/output; and QC 3.0 USB output. With a Li-ion battery and a shelf life that extends one year after full charge, the device measures 5.375” x 2.75” x 0.4” and weighs 7.25 oz. MSRP: $149.99

Get the French Connection with the 3-piece Ringside Collection of expandable, rolling hardsides from Travelers Club. In ABS and polycarbonate, the 20”, 24” and 28” cases have a push-button recessed locking trolley handle with rounded edges for easy gripping, corner guards to help protect cases from damage, a dual spinner 8-wheel system to provide effortless 360º mobility and a lined multi-pocketed interior. Collection colors include blue, red, black and silver. MSRP: $459/set

Leave home with a carry-on; return with a full-size suitcase. The Rollux by FUGU LUGGAGE transforms to travelers’ needs, sizing up or down as packing requirements change. Featuring four removable wheels to save space for airline bag-size regulations and to avoid damage, elasticized material and extra pockets for electronics, this expandable, durable case provides freedom and flexibility – and saves on unnecessary baggage fees in carry-on mode. MSRP: $269

Settle into a super comfy memory foam pillow with a contoured rear, designed to provide the perfect resting position. Made in the USA, the Go Travel American Dreamer Pillow, from Design Go, offers optimum support around the neck, allowing the head to slope back and rest comfortably. A fully adjustable front closure further enhances the sleeping experience, holding head and neck securely in place to avoid any unexpected movement. MSRP: $24.95
Signal Brands rolls out the GUESS Icon Triangle 28” in ABS polycarbonate film construction and detailed with the GUESS iconic triangle logo. Featuring an 8-wheel roll system, the fully lined case comes in black. MSRP: $220.

The HeroClip Hybrid Gear Clip swivels 360°, hangs stuff securely and hooks or clips just about anywhere with a hook that folds, twists and tucks around the clip. Available in mini, small and medium sizes, the lightweight clips can hold up to 40 to 60 lbs. MSRP: $14.95/$17.95/$19.95.

You’re heading off on a dream vacation and can’t remember the combination to your luggage lock. No worries – and no more fumbling for small suitcase keys. Now the innovative fingerprint technology, BenjiLock By Hampton®, is available in a travel lock from Hampton Products International. Protect your valuables with these gift-ready padlocks that open with an authorized fingerprint, store up to five different fingerprints and have a back-up dial combination. MSRP: $49.99.

Luxuriate in Hidesign’s unique soft lamb leather combined with a tight grain water-resistant canvas in its Small Aiden Crossbody. In olive leather and canvas with a brown cotton lining and magnetic snap closure, this unisex bag is ideal for travel and daily use. It measures a compact 7.8” x 10” x 2.3” and features a zipper compartment, slip pocket and an adjustable canvas webbing shoulder strap. MSRP: $108.

Designed with ballistic nylon fabric and weighing only 2.9 lbs, the Featherweight is Hook & Albert’s lightest garment weekender bag ever, providing ultra-durability without compromising the lightweight features. The bag is 100% water-resistant so belongings stay dry no matter the conditions or adventures on the itinerary. Available in black, navy and gray, the bag’s garment section can easily accommodate two suits when fully unzipped. Once reconstructed, the main compartment houses two zip accessory compartments and two shoe pockets. When not in use, the bag folds flat to 2.5” in height for easy storage. MSRP: $395.

Active travelers and outdoor adventurers take note: HYDAWAY has launched the first-ever, collapsible, free-standing water bottle with integrated water filtration technology. Available in two sizes – 18-oz and 25-oz – and nine vibrant colors, these unique, patented water bottles collapse down to just an inch and a half, which includes the built-in filter. Perfect for cruising through TSA checkpoints at the airport, the bottles can be expanded and filled at any fill station once past security. The carbon filter will remove taste and odors from any municipal water source, providing fresh-tasting water. MSRP: $39.95.
Here is the smartphone of backpacks: Instinct’s Backpack features a modularity system that allows travelers to install various apps – organizers called Incubes – into the backpack for tight organization. Incube options include DSLR, toiletries, electronics and shirt and tie organizers. The weather-proof bag is also equipped with an external charging port, an anti-theft laptop compartment and theft-deterrent side opening and zipper, plus collapsible shoe compartment and water bottle pocket. MSRP: $140/backpack; $250/backpack and 6-piece Incube set.

Maximum space with superior stability structure – the maXpace Collection by it luggage USA swallows up belongings with an original it luggage design that provides increased packing space. A sturdy base and top platforms combine with fiberglass poles that are lightweight and built to last as well as recessed wheels that increase solidity and offer additional protection. Featuring a sporty 2-tone fabric in salmon pink, the collection includes cabin, medium and large models. MSRP: $260/$280/$300.

Olivet International introduces the Jeep Speedlight, a 29” x 20” x 12” case sleek in polycarbonate. Featuring an aluminum handle system and eight polyurethane spinner wheels, the expandable case is available in charcoal, lemon lime and firecracker red. MSRP: $350.

itGirl’s Duet offers superior wheel control, an ergonomic handle and a handy semi-expander system (on the check-in size) that provides extra packing space without compromising stability. Eye-catching in luxury high-shine PU, the cases come in midnight and orchard. The Duet is designed to tower easily with the carry-on atop the checked piece while towing smoothly with its LINQ-IT system of extra-long handle and secure straps. MSRP: $139.99/18.7” carry-on; $159.99/28.7” spinner; $299.99/set.

Fun 3-D characters (rabbit, pup, dino, giraffe and penguin) combine with a functional design in J World Sports’ Twise Side Kick Rolling Backpack. A cushioned back and S-curved shoulder strap bring comfort, while a lightweight aluminum telescoping handle with push button adjusts to accommodate different heights. Made of PVC and phthalate-free 600D PU coated polyester, the backpack offers a roomy main compartment, side water bottle pockets and front utility pockets with an organizer. MSRP: $59.99.

From Travelers Club comes Kensie’s 3-piece Rolling Vertical Octagon Collection, showing off a unique, multifaceted shape that stands out from the crowd. In 100% polycarbonate, the cases have a push-button recessed locking trolley handle, top and side carry handles, a mounted TSA-accepted lock and fully lined interior. Sporting upmarket flourishes and high-end design, the cases shimmer in rose gold, pink, mint green and black. MSRP: $599/set.
Travelers always on the move need a carry-on bag that is reliable and functional. When it comes to Kipling’s Art on Wheels, you get both, along with a style that is casual-cool. Measuring 25.25” x 15.75” x 11.25” and weighing 3.68 lbs, the water-repellent bag has a zipped main compartment, front zip pocket, four interior pockets and three functional compartments for smartphone, pen and purse. It sits atop two wheels. MSRP: $189

Presented with the Product Innovation Award in the “Most Eco-Friendly” category at The 2019 Travel Goods Show, LiteGear’s® 3-in-1 Gear Bag is a modern Mary Poppins bag that can be carried by its backpack straps, carry handle or shoulder tote straps. Made of recycled plastic water bottles, it is designed for multi-functionality and everyday use, ideal for the resort or beach and as a carry-on, diaper or grocery/shopping bag. Sized at 16” x 9” x 17”, it can be used as a huge tote or cinched down to a standard size daypack. It comes in black magic, purple reign and blue my mind. MSRP: $69.95

London Fog’s Huntington 20” Expandable Hardside Spinner Carry-on from Leisure Merchandising steps up to every travel occasion. Durable and lightweight in 100% polycarbonate, the case has an aircraft grade aluminum locking push-button handle system, eight recessed spinner wheels with Control Track Self Aligning Technology, flush-mounted TSA-accepted combination locks, 2” expansion for additional packing capacity and top, side and bottom carry handles. The interior includes a full London Fog striped lining tricked out with dividers, pockets and a packing cradle. MSRP: $320

As is the LUCAS tradition, its Minimal Carry-on from 24-7 International is lightweight and expandable, featuring an elegant heather polyester that provides a classic look matched by durability. Interior and exterior accessory pockets offer maximum organization so that your belongings are all in the right places and easy to find. A push-button locking pull handle and 360° spinner wheels make this collection easy to maneuver while traveling. MSRP: $100

LOLA’s MONDO Collection from American Accessories is designed from juicy colors of crinkled washed nylon accented with chunky colored zippers. Inside is a bubblegum pink chalky matte nylon lining and a swimsuit-derived mesh slide pocket. A cheeky ID patch inside allows the owner to stake claim to her bag by saying who it belongs to and should be returned to if lost. The Hippie Fanny Pack boasts a sleek design with a speed clip closure and just enough space for must-haves. MSRP: $28
Travel with peace of mind with LUCKYSKY’s Safety Traveling Backpack. In black nylon, the bag provides shock-absorbing protection for items measuring up to a 15.6” laptop. MSRP: $39.90

Known for designing jetsetter luxury handbags for the woman who also needs boardroom quality, Lux and Nyx introduces the Little Zoe, a 2-in-1 backpack in black with a detachable clutch that doubles as a belt bag, wristlet or crossbody. Weather-resistant and durable, this functional and stylish bag in eco-friendly, cruelty-free Freedom Fiber material, has easy-slide shoe compartments and luggage straps, and discreet umbrella and water bottle holders, making it the perfect travel or everyday bag for women on the go. MSRP: $355

Travelers Club presents the M&A Rear Position Wide Trolley Carry-on in navy blue and featuring the worldwide debut of a unique wide-trolley handle. With rear positioning and a wider handle with push-button mechanism and comfort grip, this 22” polycarbonate case is perfect for balance and ease of use. Other features include corner guards, a dual spinner 360º 8-wheel system, mounted TSA-accepted lock and fully lined interior, including accessory pockets and compression strap. MSRP: $400

At last – a shower-sized packable towel that is ultra-light, super-absorbent and quick-drying. Matador’s machine-washable NanoDry Shower Towel absorbs 2.3 times its own weight in water and stays fresher longer, thanks to an antimicrobial fabric coating. A silicone travel case with carabiner can be clipped to (or tossed in) any bag and keeps the towel separate from the rest of your gear. It comes in rush, charcoal and forest. MSRP: $34.99

McKlein’s Edgefield, a spacious 17” Roll Top Laptop Briefcase in black or brown pebble grain leather with dual magnet clasp closure, has more than enough room for your necessities. The fully lined interior compartment features a built-in laptop sleeve with padded protection, a tablet pocket and an organizer for business cards, pens and accessories. The front magnetic flap pocket and zippered back pocket allow for quick and easy access while on the go. Carry by hand, use the adjustable padded leather shoulder strap, or piggy-back the bag onto a rolling case. MSRP: $160

For outdoor exploring and urban commuting, Moshi’s large-capacity Captus Rolltop Backpack offers a spacious main compartment for clothes and tech gear, full-length zippers for quick access to all of your belongings, padded compartments for laptop, tablet and smartphone and a bottom zipper pocket for a pair of shoes or wet clothing. A Napoleon pocket with RFID Shield protects personal data from snoopers. MSRP: $200
Known for its functional gear that inspires confidence for life on the move, NOMATIC debuts the Travel Pack, whose 20+ features help travelers stay organized. With a sleek minimalist design geared toward 1- to 3-day trips, the pack has full perimeter expansion from 20L to 30L; laptop/tablet storage with TSA-ready opening; innovative straps for backpack and briefcase modes; mesh divider and shoe compartment; removable sunglasses shell; magnetic bottle pockets and a cord pass-through. Other features are an included compression packing cube, RFID safe pocket and hidden pocket. MSRP: $259.99

Olympia USA’s expandable 3-piece Matrix Collection of metallic brushed texture polycarbonate cases offer lots of convenience features, including a patented utility hook to hang small bags, built-in TSA-accepted 3-dial lock, aluminum locking handle system and eight jumbo spinner wheels. Additionally, roomy packing space and pockets include a patented, detachable mesh pocket and hidden compartment on the 21” carry-on and a patented add-a-bag strap on the 25” and 29” models. A fully padded lining comes with an interior divider. The cases are available in teal, navy, dark purple, and dark gray. MSRP: $660/set

Plane It Safe’s Travel Safety Kit™ has everything you need to protect yourself from getting sick when traveling, all tucked inside a sleekly designed TSA-accepted carrying case that is both waterproof and resealable. A 10-pack of antibacterial wet wipes, two pairs of 4-ply carbon filtered face masks, hand sanitizer with aloe and a 10-pack of soft 3-ply white tissues help protect travelers and the things they touch, including smartphone, keys and wallet. MSRP: $10

Conceal valuables while on the go within the hand-sewn zippered pocket of Pocket Socks. These beautifully designed fashion socks for men and women are made of soft-combed cotton for a luxurious feel and offer unique, contrasting zipper color and pocket material to make a fashion-forward statement. MSRP: $19.95/pair

Potty Packs offers unique single-use kits with everything the user requires to address specific needs. Pouches are extremely small and lightweight and fit easily into a purse, glove-compartment or even a back pocket. Air travel safe and accepted, the packs measure 7” x 2.5”. They are made in the USA by a veteran-owned business and offer easy add-on sales. MSRP: $2.50
Meet Randa’s ED from Ellen DeGeneres Addison Collection. Inspired by DeGeneres’ iconic style, values and personality, the case captures one of the entertainer’s signature words: love. Featuring pearlized durable hardside uprights in three sizes (19”, 24”, 28”), expandable cases have an 8-wheel spinner system and a fully lined interior with a zippered curtain divider and elastic valet straps. Collection colors are champagne, rose and merlot. MSRP: $200/$260/$320

The Linear Collection from Rockland Fox Luggage is a 3-piece set (20”, 24”, 28”) in polypropylene with waterproof zipper and double spinner wheels with suspension. Outfitted with an interior mesh pocket and TSA-accepted lock, the set is offered in black, navy, purple, red and white. MSRP: $500/set

Here is multi-functionality at its finest: Roffe Accessories’ Getaway Expandable Carry-on Backpack Suitcase in water-repellent nylon has two expandable zipper compartments, tech-friendly pockets, a side-zipper pocket that functions as a bottle holder and USB port and cable and battery pocket. Weighing only 2 lbs, it measures a compact 20” x 13” x 5” but expands 4”. A reinforced padded handle and wide-security straps with padding make for an easy carry. It comes in navy, black, charcoal and olive. MSRP: $175

Made in Italy, Roncato’s We Are is a checked piece made of polypropylene and a proprietary mix of materials to create Roncato’s lightest suitcase ever. Features include a fixed TSA-accepted lock with triple combination, a high-tech, tamper-proof security zip and internal organization with integrated pocket. Strong and sturdy, the 31” case from Roncato’s We-Glam Collection is white with red detailing and leather accents. MSRP: $700

rockflowerpaper’s Pineapple Pink Hanging Toiletry Bag features its bestselling print of the beloved tropical fruit in bright pink. Stow all your toiletries within the bag and, once at your destination, simply unzip and hang in the bathroom for easy and convenient access. Made with thin polyester perfect for packing, the 10” x 8” x 4” bag is hand-wash/hang-dry convenient and can be coordinated with rockflowerpaper’s Travel Cubes and Travel Organizer Pouches. MSRP: $32.95

Make a style statement with Rollasole’s Twilight, a must-have design in black that is perfect for pairing with denim jeans or even a favorite pencil skirt. In either case, Twilight will get you where you need to go in comfort and on trend. MSRP: $29.99
Tuck bling into splendid surroundings with Royce’s Luxury Jewelry Case in top grain Napa leather in black, navy and blush pink and featuring a suede interior and zipper closure. Small and large removable suede pouches store necklaces and chains, a snap-on band provides both security and easy access to rings and a strong flap protects earrings. Additionally, an integrated elastic pocket secures rings, cufflinks and tie studs. The case can be personalized and an upscale gift box is included. MSRP: $200

Made in the USA, the TSA Padlock and TSA Cable Lock from Safe Skies are TSA-accepted options for protecting luggage with brass-tough security, with the added plus of a lifetime warranty and free replacement should the lock be clipped or damaged by the TSA. MSRP: $14.99

Launching June 2019 is Solgaard Design’s eco-friendly Ocean Plastics Daypack, a premium everyday backpack made with recycled ocean plastics – inside and out. The bag’s design features drop-proof laptop storage, protective pockets for valuables like eyeglasses and secret passport and credit card pockets. It is also anti-theft lock-ready (for an additional purchase). SOLGAARD has committed to pull up to 5 lbs of plastic waste from the ocean for each bag sold. MSRP: $95

Prefer a smaller crossbody but don’t want to sacrifice space or organization? Look no further than Sherpani’s Anti-Theft Collection, featuring Prima. With three exterior pockets and a lime pop interior making it easy to store, see and access all of your belongings, this bag (and every other bag in this collection) is designed with RFID lining and anti-blade fabric so thieves can’t slash your bag. Other anti-theft features include zipper locks, an anti-slash bottom and strap, and a chair loop lock system. MSRP: $52.95

Available for Fall 2019 is Solite’s Monreale 22” Carry-on Double-Wheel Spinner in pure 100% polycarbonate. The case features a patented folded technology that flattens the case down for easy storage in cramped quarters as well as a patented Tilt Handle Technology Trolley Handle. Other amenities include a TSA-accepted integrated combination lock, top and side vegan leather carry handles and waterproof lining. MSRP: $400

Transform from tote to backpack with Solo’s Parker Hybrid Tote, featuring a sleek silhouette and fully padded 15.6” laptop compartment, interior organizer section and padded hideaway backpack straps. Accented with gold hardware and feet to protect the bottom of the bag, the tote has a back panel that slides over luggage handles. MSRP: $69.99
Compact and discreet, the Sphynx All-in-One Portable Razor lives up to its name by including water, a moisturizing bar and two razor blades in one handy, travel-friendly case. Tuck it in bag or brief to shave anywhere, anytime. In teal, pink, purple and black, it is made for shaving on the go. MSRP: $15

An active lifestyle deserves a little bit more attention to comfort and ease of use. Enter the Swiss Ruigor Active 29 Laptop Backpack, made with extra-light and water-repellent materials, premium straps and an ergonomic design fully optimized for a dynamic lifestyle. Equipped with external pockets, multi-chamber organization, key lock and reflective stripe for safety, the backpack holds both laptop and tablet and has a total volume of 28 liters. MSRP: $79.99

Charge your device anywhere with the 15.6” Mobile VIP+ Backpack with Wireless Phone Charger from Targus. With Qi-charging capabilities integrated into its design, this bag offers a revolutionary way to carry and charge gear. Features include a wireless charging pocket, removable 5,000mAh battery, a secure RFID-blocking pocket in the workstation, SafePort® Sling laptop drop protection and a file compartment that is expandable with a convertible floor. In slate gray, it measures 13” x 8.50” x 19”: MSRP: $199.99

Meet The Airhook 2.0, the patented 2-part system for inflight comfort, featuring a stable drink holder and secure mount for an electronic device. With a full menu of features, this 6” x 4” x 3” devise in ABS includes a stabilizer bar; convertible mode to fold down the drink holder when not in use; separate device perch to watch a device at the best viewing angle for spine and back and more. Additionally, The Airhook now works in your vehicle too by anchoring to your headrest. MSRP: $24.95

Easy to pack and carry, Talus’ Hedbed™ Memory Foam Pillow is lightweight and compact with a contoured shape that molds to the body. A memory foam insert provides firm support and the removable cover is machine washable. Comfy for use on the side, back or front of the neck, the pillow measures 7” x 5” x 5.25” and weighs just 8 oz. MSRP: $24.99

The Barrier Method presents the Hawaiian Hibiscus Winged Mask, made of eco-friendly anti-bacterial textiles to inhibit odor-causing bacteria to keep the face fresh. The mask helps keep germs away and nerves calmed while those around you are coughing and sneezing. MSRP: $70

The Barrier Method presents the Hawaiian Hibiscus Winged Mask, made of eco-friendly anti-bacterial textiles to inhibit odor-causing bacteria to keep the face fresh. The mask helps keep germs away and nerves calmed while those around you are coughing and sneezing. MSRP: $70
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Protect and organize smaller items while maintaining easy access in the patented, crush-resistant SafeZone compartment of Thule’s Crossover 2 Carry-on Spinner. With a durable design comprising a molded ballistic base, reinforcing bumpers, wear-resistant material, wear rails and oversized YKK zippers, the case offers exceptional stability as well as a smooth, steady pull from the patented V-tubing telescoping handle and wide wheel base. Measuring 55 x 35 x 23 cm, it comes in black. MSRP: $349.95

Utility is the word with the Packable Duffle Bag by Travel Smart by Conair. Durable and water-resistant in 100% polyester, it is super lightweight and compact. The storage pouch can be used inside the duffle as an extra pocket. It steps up as a travel, gym or shopping bag – perfect to take on any trip. Measuring 23.5” x 14” x 6.5”, it comes in blue and gray. MSRP: $44.99

Show off what you’ve got with the special edition Millennial by Traveler’s Choice, a transparent 22” hardshell in 100% polycarbonate. Featuring a removable power bank to keep devices fully charged on the go, this 2019 RedDot design award winner has a TSA-accepted Travel Sentry combination lock, patented 360° Cyclone Spherical Dual Wheel Spinners for exceptional maneuverability and strategically placed grab handles. MSRP: $400

Snuggle into TravelMall’s patented 3D Inflatable Neck Pillow with Patented Pump and 5-Level Heat Function, an inflatable neck pillow whose unique design aids the cervical traction, soothes and eases tired neck muscles, improves neck stiffness, and may help improve blood circulation. Simply press the push pump – no need to blow into it – and adjust the firmness; the airtight inflation conforms to the contour of your neck, based on personal preference. MSRP: $99

Access bank cards without opening your wallet with Tru Virtu’s Caramba, a patented Special Edition Click & Slide Wallet from Dolphin GmbH. This envelope, made in Germany of fine Italian leather, offers space not only for multiple credit cards, but also for banknotes and business cards. Additionally, the wallet has the advantage of quick and convenient “tap and go” metro access card usage. MSRP: $119.95

Organic blackberry ginger Tummydrops are the premium drug-free, natural and non-drowsy choice for travel sickness. Designed by board-certified gastroenterologist Dustin James MD, Tummydrops contain only four natural, plant-based ingredients. They act fast and taste great for the whole family. Not only that, they are USDA-certified organic, GFCO gluten-free, Kof-K Kosher and Non-GMO Project Verified. MSRP: $5.99/ tin of 18 drops

The 3-piece Tuscan Hybrid Collection by Triforce Luggage epitomizes the fusion of hard and softside luggage. Combining lightweight polycarbonate with high gloss side panels and tapestry fabric prints trimmed in gold, expandable cases have an 8-wheel spinner system, modern aluminum trolley system with locking push button, jelly padded carry handles, a fully lined color contrasting organizational interior and built-in TSA-accepted combination lock. In bronze, black, teal, navy and coral, cases are offered in 22” carry-on and 26” medium and 30” packing uprights. MSRP: $800/set

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on pages 63-64 for a directory of the companies whose products are included in this feature.